MONTHLY COMMITTEE and/or LIAISON REPORT

COMMITTEE OR LIAISON:  SBPD Meeting

DATE & LOCATION
OF MEETING:    March 4, 2015; Union Rm 312

ATTENDANCE:    Senator Kandie Saucier (P), Senator Dominic Adedeji (P), Senator Aaron Cherry (P), Senator Anaiah Davis (A), Senator Nikki Godfrey(P), Senator Jon DeRoche (A) Senator Carolyn Chaney (A), Senator Mark Heil (P), Senator Igor Matkovic (A), Melonie (P)

SUMMARY: We recapped the New Hire Reception one last time and overall feel it was a spectacular event which we are very proud of. We reviewed the notes received from Executive staff on pros/cons and such discussed in our previous meeting.

We discussed plans for the Spring Activity for Staff Senate which is tentatively scheduled for March 24th at 1pm Tiger Stadium Talk & Tour, which we are waiting on Exec. Approval to make official. The talk will be given by Verge Ausberry & tour will be hosted by Ronnie Halliburton. Truly feel like a Tiger as you walk on the field and look up to the sky and the stadium surrounding you! Tap the Win bar and see and hear GEAUX TIGERS everywhere. Feel that Tiger Spirit by just being there.

Also, discussed different approach to the HR liaison option, rather we would like to have 1-2 rotating representatives attend the new hire orientation every other week to introduce staff senate by providing contact info, who we are, and some swag to those new to campus. This will be our main focus for the remainder of the semester if we receive approval to move forward. We need to make Staff Senate visible from the very beginning so in a year these same people may join and contribute with diverse ideas and perspectives.
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